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The ……..........…. manager is well qualified in his job.

assist assists assistance assistant

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is well-known for his prowess as a public speaker. 'Prowess' means …………… .

     

expertise experience experiment subordinate

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A group of individuals brought together to achieve some specific task is called …………. .

 

task fence task face task force face task

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Oppenheimer made a rapid transformation from a shy, nervous professor into a forceful and

effective ………….. .

pilot singer  janitor administrator

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The supervisor ………...........…… him to fix the machine. He gave this duty to fix the machine.

          

refused assigned denied prevented

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mr. Davis was the organizer of the meeting. He ……...........….. the meeting perfectly

organize organization organized organizational

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is not the ……..........……. of this committee to deal with the dismissals. 

    

function functioned functional functionally

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In Organizational Intelligence, Harold Wilensky differentiates between the transmission of data

and the …................……… process.

data  business organization intelligence

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This organization is able to fulfill member needs for affiliation with peers and colleagues. 'Fulfill'

means ……….... .

do  stop delete conclude

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A list of topics which are to be dealt with during a formal meeting is called ……………. .

agent  attack agenda argument 

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The exercise of patience is essential in diplomatic negotiations. 'Exercise' means …………. .

 impolite rule effective use

impossible use unnecessary action

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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It is not in my……..........…… to advise him.

powerful power powered powerfully

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The manager assessed his chances of success as extremely low. 'Assessed' means …………. .

 

stressed insisted evaluated exaggerated

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A number that expresses the degree and criterion of relationship between two or more variables

is called "……....…. coefficient" .

 profession correlation  predictive quantitative 

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……............……… is a general term used to cover all aspects relating to the dependability of a

measurement device or test.

 Refusing Reasoning Reliability Remembering

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As Magnusson simple equation should point out, the existence of random error in the measures

that we use serves to significantly …...................………. the strength of observed relationships

between variables. 

suppress raise develop surprise

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If some leaders can lead only when no one is above them, others can only lead successfully when

the reverse is true. 'Reverse' means ………….. .
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17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A well crafted message, whether is visual, verbal, or written, can also be effective. 'Well crafted

message' means……… .
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18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Politics can also serve as a positive resource to enhance administrative decision-making and

results. 'Positive resource' means …........ .
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19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To examine construct validity requires both logical and empirical attack. 'Construct validity' means

....……. .
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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